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Peter writes:
Imagine this
In the little town of Maria on the Baie des Chaleurs a young
minister could be seen standing by a hospital bed. Palliative
care.
Willie in his late seventies is lying on the bed. He is mentally
alert and knows what’s going on. And he is dying.
On one side of the bed stands Grace, Willie’s wife. On the other
side stands Jean, Grace’s best friend. The young minister is
standing at the foot of the bed, his back to the wall.
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Grace speaks across the bed to Jean, “Willie was a good man.”
Willie is suddenly alert, his eyes wide.
Jean responds to Grace, “He’d give you the shirt off his back.”
Grace says, “He was never afraid of work either. He was always helping somebody.”
Jean says, “Worked all his life, left school when we was12 years old to help his father in the woods.”
Willie’s head is turning from side to side as he listens to this exchange. Occasionally he nods his
agreement when something strikes him as accurate. Willie doesn’t seem to mind being talked about
as if he were already himself in the past tense.
What is happening here?
The four people in that hospital room, Willie, Grace, Jean, and the minister, are rehearsing the
language of the funeral. The funeral will be a precisely choreographed ritual that has been passed
on largely unchanged through generations of people who have lived a bare livelihood by the sea.
When at last Grace and Jean have fallen silent, their proleptic eulogy finished, Willie turns to the
young minister who has never in his life witnessed such a conversation.
“Mr. Short,” he says, “when the time comes, will you say a few words over the carcass?”
That conversation happened a long time ago in a culture that held close its tradition of marking and
honouring life’s endings. That culture was confident in lining out the path that must be followed in
order to accompany the dead on the passage between this world and the next.
The work of the minister as an officiant in that world was not to be creative; the work was to do it
right. Do it right for the deceased, do it right for the bereaved, do it right for the community.
Because when the funeral is rightly done, the customs and conventions rightly enacted, there is
continuity with those who have gone before in this life by the sea, and in that continuity there is a
sense of faithfulness and fulfillment and peace.
That world is gone.

In that world the minister was not expected to be creative. They wouldn’t thank you for being
creative. In this world you don’t survive without it. There are times in this world, so altered and
destabilized by pandemic, that I can’t help feeling as if I am already myself in the past tense. Or at
least living between worlds.
I recognize in myself the longing for a world that was, where people could be together freely and
without fear. Only in retrospect do I see how frivolously I took a world of such freedoms for
granted. At the same time, I recognize in myself the energy and suspense that come from standing
on the brink of a new world. Now we have 300 attendees with nobody in the church! I long to be
brave and creative enough to embrace the interior change that will enable the exterior work to
proceed.
In any case, both the world that was and the world emerging are worlds of the Living God. “Living”
is an apt descriptive for the primal energy that animates the expanding cosmos. Living, whether in a
planet or a person, always means change.
Meanwhile we are awaiting a new ministry team and we, all of us, are doing the best we can in the
interim. Maybe we are long ago disciples huddled in a room, door closed, Jesus dead, trying to
imagine how this can not be the end.
And it wasn’t.

Ellen writes:

Autumn brings so many special moments. Here
in this part of the world we see corn patch mazes, pumpkin carving, raking of leaves and then
listening to the delight of little ones as they jump
into the pile. We see the crops being brought in
while jam, jellies and pickles are being made.
One might see someone digging the potatoes or
picking apples or tomatoes, carrots...the list goes
on.
In Jerusalem, Nazareth and in the surrounding
area where Jesus spent much of his childhood
and adult years, autumn is one of the most
beautiful times of the year “as the mercury drops and spirits rise.” A festive atmosphere takes hold as
the city prepare for a month of vacation and religious holidays. And there's no better time to be outside with warm and sunny days and wonderfully cool evenings. Most of their crops would be familiar to us – apples, watermelons, clementines, grapes, olives...and so on. The main field crops are
wheat, sunflowers, groundnuts and chickpeas. A busy but incredibly beautiful season!
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For us, Fall brings an end to the life of warm days
and summer activities. As colder weather begins to
settle in, cottage time draws to a close - rafts are
pulled in, docks dismantled, boats pulled up and
covered as well as the outdoor furniture is tucked
away for another year. If your cottage isn’t winterized it also means draining the cottage and hoping
that the freeze of winter doesn’t find a little water
left behind. Sub-zero weather, pipes and water are
not a good combination.

Although the changes of the seasons are evident in all countries, we are blessed to see the changing of
the seasons with such dramatic differences. As a youth, I remember here at Wilmot, standing in a circle
with other CGIT girls, crossing our arms – right over left - and singing “This Is God’s Wondrous World”
or around a campfire cooking smores and singing “Day is Done”. In More Voices - “Called by Earth and
Fire” - Precious these waters, endless seas, deep ocean’s dream, waters of healing, rivers of rain, the
water of love again. Autumn, winter, spring, and summer. How blessed we are with God’s gift of
creation – a gift to enjoy but also a gift reminding God’s call to be good stewards of this gift.
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Sunrise over the Northumberland Strait.
If it was clear, you would see PEI.

The Moon - earth's only natural satellite.
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